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ground and take a whole day to pull out. Amazing
improvizations were used and seemingly unrepairable
vehicles somehow made to work. A colossal fund of
human energy was sunk in the construction and mainten-
ance of the track; all of this is implicit in the track as
it exists to-day, the frail thread through the wilderness
that binds the pilot to civilization and to the needs of
life itself.
I mentioned earlier that it became necessary to instal
special desert refuelling points on the track because
the aircraft were frequently unable against an adverse
wind to fly from Ramadi to Amman, or vice versa,
without taking in some petrol en route. The early
aeroplanes that flew across the route before the installa-
tion of these refuelling points, were forced to strap on
as many as twelve 4-gallon tins of petrol underneath
their wings, so that they looked something like kangaroos
transporting their young 1 This accretion of weight
and air resistance had an adverse effect on their perform-
ance, and they could only climb up into the air quite
slowly* Very soon after the opening of the route, this
method of carrying petrol tins externally was felt to be
intolerable. A petrol dump was therefore sited at
L.G. V, where there is a large mud flat. L.G* V is
about 360 miles east of Amman and 112 miles west of
Ramadi. So if an eastbound aircraft by the time it
reached Z.G. V judged itself unable to reach Ramadi
on the petrol that remained in its tanks, it could land
at L.G. V and take in enough petrol to complete the
journey. As petrol was alleged frequently to be robbed
from the dump, probably by the Bedou, who had little
use for the petrol but a great desire for the comparatively
worthless tins which contained it, a sunk, thief-proof

